
North Bay & District Probus Meeting Notes from DECEMBER 2,  2015 Public Meeting – North Bay Library,  North Bay 
 
Notes taken by Mickey Sandula  
 Introduction: Dave Payne – President 705- 474-9650   Meeting Locations: Dave reminded everyone that we will not be meeting at the library as usual in February, July and November because the Library is being used for other events.  We will be looking for a new location for these times.  Suggestions from the group included the Davedi Club, Church, Legion, Northgate Square meeting room, North Bay museum, and Shriner s Club on Brook Street.  The management group will look into finding a new location.  
Insurance: Questions about our insurance coverage have been answered.  We as a club are covered with 3rd party liability for all our members when attending Probus events.    This coverage is for a value of up to five(5) million dollars.  However our management group itself is not covered.  Presently, 135 Probus Clubs have this additional coverage that protects the Management Group. This additional coverage covers the group from any law suits or legal action taken against them as individuals or group  in regard to our Probus activities.   
This $300.00 coverage plan may or may not be needed. It will be discussed by the management group.  Legal protection as a management group would provide a level of comfort for members to volunteer into these positions.  Without additional coverage the management group could be exposed to individual personal liability while conducting Probus business.  Birthdays: Tim Salidas celebrates his birthday today Dec. 2, 2015.  Tim spoke of his Greek origin his background and of family importance. All sang a Happy Birthday Tim.   
Program Coordinator – Dick Tafel 705-472-7907  Next month’s January speaker is unknown. February's speaker is lined up          but as yet been unannounced.  Speaker selection is in the process.   Social Committee:  Barb Roberts 705-474-2714 Following today’s Dec. 2 meeting, Probus will have a luncheon at the Best Western.  A table has been booked for participants to order off the menu.  
Snowshoeing in January has been arranged with the Sturgeon Falls Museum.  Cost will be $10.00 for the guided walk over flat ground.  They have snowshoes available there if you are without snowshoes. 



 Information, updates, meeting times and contacts for Probus and the special interest groups can be seen on the website http://northbayprobus.com  
Fun With Food Group – Helena Brown 705-472-4390 A schedule of food activities is being made up by Helena.  The schedule goes as far as March and the individuals who have contacted Helena will be contacted.  Walking Group – Bob Barnett 705-472-9967  Active every Tuesday the walking group tries to understand North Bay better through discovery by walking in different areas of the city.  Last week the group walked the historic Portage area complete with an interpreter who gave some of the important history of the area. The one hour walk is followed by conversation usually around a coffee.  Contact Bob to get on the list.  Memberships: Donald Bell (705)  476-3794 Most members have paid their annual membership fees to Probus which puts us into good financial shape.  Going into the New Year there are approximately 73 members in the club.  Probus Canada fees for North bay Probus is due at the end of December.  A prorated fee schedule will be followed after the Dec. deadline.  Break Time – Coffee and Tim Bits while the speaker set up  ____________ *** _________   TWO SPEAKERS   - Mystery Speakers  -  Richard Tafel and Santa Claus - TOPIC: “Direct Democracy” 

 Dick Tafel introduced the first speaker as being Richard Tafel and proceeded to interview himself.  In an entertaining manner Dick Tafel questioned Richard Tafel about his background and his book entitled “You Can Control Your Government”.  In a question answer session of changing hats as speaker and interviewer, direct democracy was questioned and examined as a possible manner of governance.  Direct democracy could  be local, regional or national governance.  
What is Direct Democracy Democracy coming from Greece means literally that “People Rule”.  But as a democracy we have what is called a representative democracy.  We elect representatives from the region to represent our needs and wants.  However, our elected representatives belong to parties which have the goal of keeping power and control. Representative democracy works well, but can work against individual representation where people want a say in local or provincial issues.  We are expected to elect a representative so why can we not vote on issues?  
What Issues and Who Uses Direct Democracy? 



Local or regional issues such as casinos, abortion, roads, bylaws and taxes are some examples of local or regional issues.  These local kind of issues are often not represented well in a party position even though there is a local representative in place.  There are many examples worldwide that use direct democracy where local or regional issues are voted on. Switzerland is often used as an example of direct democracy working well on a federal level. In United States there are twenty four states that have a form of direct democracy where they vote on state wide issues that are outside the party federal issues. Australia and New Zealand also use direct democracy. Hamburg as a local issue voted against hosting the Olympic Games. British Columbia and our territories are the only Canadian areas where there is a form of direct democracy.  
How Does Direct Democracy Work? Direct democracy works through petitions or referendums. A set of people are required for a petition to be valid.  Once a set number of people have signed a petition on an issue, the issue is brought to government.  When at government there is a date set for a vote on that issue to proceed or not. An example is the Swiss where 100,000 people over two years signed a petition about a problem. Once this was done the issue was voted on at the regular election time outside of the party politics.  Seven percent of petitions are initiated by individuals leaving interest groups to forward the rest.  
Some Bullet Points on direct Democracy  Oregon and California use petitions and societal progress is not held back.  Emergency matters are separate from direct petitions but only for a year.  Direct democracy has a direct role on taxes at regional and local levels.  Party leaders do not want direct democracy because it reduces power.  Direct democracy reduces protest movements by allowing a public voice.  Money can influence an elected representative but not in direct democracy.  Direct democracy allows the public to draw back government directions.  To bring in direct democracy there must be a voice to our representatives.  Proportional representation has been suggested as better than representative, however, proportional democracy does not alter the government to any degree on specific local issues.  Northern identity can be portrayed in a direct democracy model.  
Dave Payne, thanked Dick Tafel for the interview, who in turn thanked Richard Tafel for the presentation.  Richard Tafel magically turned into Santa Claus who wished everyone a Merry Christmas. Santa then  gave out autographed copies of Richard Tafel's book “You Can Control Your Government”.   Dave adjourned the meeting and everyone headed out to the Best Western for a luncheon.  
 
Meeting Adjourned at Noon Hour Next Meeting January 6, 2016 


